Hello,

NF2Crew is one of the largest online support groups for NF2 patients and their relatives.

Most of the registered people are from the US, Canada, Australia and New-Zeeland. There is a possibility to subscribe to different email groups and a message board. Moreover, there is a lot of general information on NF2, Links, FAQ, …

I thought it would be great to have a European email group, too, where we could meet.

So with the help of NF2Crew I created NF2Crew-Euroline

I would be very happy if you could inform your NF2 members of the possibility they can have to get contact with other European NF2 patients.

There are two ways to join us:

- The best way is to first join NF2Crew at: www.nf2crew.org (in the "members only" - part you'll find NF2Crew-Euroline in "our groups lists").

- Or you send an email to: NF2Crew-Euroline-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.

Regards,
Birgit Mettens, Group Owner